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Abstract. Embedding-based models have been used in collaborative filtering over a decade.
According to traditional collaborative filtering, the researchers used dot product or similarity
measure to combine two or more embeddings. Typically, matrix factorization is the simplest
example of an embedding-based model. In recent years, it has been proposed to replace the dot
product with deep learning methods, for example, using multi-layer perceptron (MLP) algorithm.
This approach is often referred to as neural collaborative filtering (NCF). In this paper, we used
NCF in our research, specifically predicting item ratings results and displaying recommendations
to users on e-commerce websites. We have applied NCF to the recommender system by using a
deep learning model. The article used Olist’s dataset to serve our experiment. We have successfully
built a NCF-based recommender system with a large and sparse dataset. We have obtained better
results than those produced by other methods.
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Аннотация. Нейросетевые модели испытывают сложности при необходимости работы с
разреженными категориальными признаками. Вложения являются способом уменьшения
размерности таких признаков ради повышения производительности модели. Согласно
традиционной совместной фильтрации, используется скалярное произведение или мера
сходства для объединения двух или более вложений. Как правило, матричная факторизация является простейшим примером модели вложения. В статье рассмотрена нейронная
совместная фильтрация (NCF) для прогнозирования результатов оценки товаров и отображения рекомендаций пользователям на электронных коммерческих площадках. Алгоритм нейронной совместной фильтрации на основе линейной и квадратичной метрики
показывает преимущество перед другими методами. Можно применять алгоритм NCF в
рекомендательной системе, использующей модель глубокого обучения.
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Introduction
Recommender Systems (RSs) were developed for the internet trading with the purpose to build the
automatic systems that can provide valuable information or items for users. For example, Ebay, Amazon,
MovieLens have a recommender system for their business. In general, there are two main approaches
for the traditional RS: content-based and collaborative filtering. Besides, hybrid approach is also used
in order to bring the effective results for RSs.
The content-based (CB) approach [1, 2] as its name suggests, is a method mainly based on content
and characteristic of items. We can calculate the similarity between two items based on feature vectors
of items. When a user u gives a rating for an item ij, the system will find the items ik, ih, ... that have a
feature vectors similarity with item ij, in order to recommend them for user u. The advantage of CB is
the users’ possibility to receive fitting recommendation about items by calculating the similarity of items
with each other, rather than equating similar preferences of all users. The disadvantage lies in the limited
content to base the recommendations for users on.
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The collaborative filtering (CF) [3, 4] approach is mainly based on the similarity of the users themselves. When a user ui provides rating for an item i in a rating matrix R, for each ui the system will define
a community of users uj, uk, ... so that they similar to user ui, based on the feature vectors of users. After
determining the community for user ui, the system will give the recommendation about the items this
community gives high ratings to. Recently, researchers tend to work with collaborative filtering method.
In addition, following the collaborative filtering-based approach, there are two main research directions: memory based and model based. The memory based direction [5] collects rating data in the
system and uses it to calculate the ratings for new items. This direction can be implemented in two ways:
user based or item based. However, the memory based direction is limited by several disadvantages. The
model based direction [6] sets up a model that trains and predicts users’ unknown ratings.
Previous studies focused on applying other methods, such as Support Vector Machine, Singular Value
Decomposition [7], Matrix factorization [8], Neural network [9], etc.
The target of the work is comparison of recommendation systems based on machine learning methods. Comparison of algorithms will be made on the developed metrics.
Related works
Recently, researchers tended to use deep learning for RSs. In Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF)
method, fully connected embedding layers project the sparse representation to a dense vector. These
embedding vectors are the input of a multi-layer neural network (neural collaborative filtering), while
NCF maps these embedding vectors and ratings. Each layer of NCF can adjust to explore the latent
structure between users and items.
Let yui be a target variable (y is true) and    
yˆui is a prediction variable (y is pre) of the model.
The prediction model can be presented in the form [9]:

=
yˆui f ( PT vuU , QT viI ∨ P, Q, θ f ) ,
M ∗K

(1)

N ∗K

P∈R
Q∈R
where          
and          
denote latent matrices of users and items respectively.
With u being the user, and i the item, θf denotes the parameters of the model in the interaction function f. Because function f is defined as a multi-layer network, f can be formed as follows:

( (

(

) ))

f ( PT vuU , QT viI ) =
∅ out ∅ X ... ∅ 2 ∅1 ( PT vuU , QT viI ) ... ,
U

(2)

I

∅ out and     
∅ X revu and    
vi are feature vectors that describe user u and item i, respectively;     
where    
spectively denote the mapping function for the output layer and xth neural collaborative filtering (CF)
layer, and there are X neural CF layers in total [9].
In NCF, the model tries to learn user-item interactions through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). For
MLP, such activation functions as Sigmoid, Hyperbolic tangent (tanh), Rectified linear unit (ReLU),
etc. are used. The activation function simulates the rate of impulse transmission across the axon of a
neuron. In an artificial neural network, the activation function acts as the linear component at the output of the neurons [10].
For MLP model, NCF uses two vectors to model users and items, then combines them into one
vector via the concatenation. This structure was also widely used in multi-model deep learning [11, 12].
If we use additional hidden layers in the concatenated vector, the MLP model in NCF is defined as [9]:
 pu 
z1 =
∅1 ( pu , qi ) =
 q ,
 i
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∅ 2 ( z=
a2 (W2T z1 + b2 ) ,
1)

(4)

∅ L ( z L −=
aL (WLT z L −1 + bL ) ,
1)

(5)

=
yˆui f ( hT ∅ L ( Z L −1 ) ) ,

(6)

where Wx, bx and ax denote the weight of matrix, bias vector, and activation function for xth layer’s perceptron.
Proposed NCF model for recommender systems
In this paper, we choose the activation function ReLU f(x) = max(0, x). The ReLU function simply
filters the values under 0. Looking at the formula, we easily understand how it works (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 represents the architecture of NCF that we used in this paper as shown below.

Fig. 1. Graph of ReLU function

Fig. 2. Architecture of Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF)
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Cost function and evaluation metrics
Cost function
The cost function (loss function) for the entire training dataset:
2
1
Rui − Rˆui ,
∑
u ,i
s

(

=
eui

)

(7)

Rˆui is the predicted value; eui is the mean square error (cost function).
where Rui is observed value;    
Gradient Descent algorithm to optimize the cost function as follows:
1. Choose an initial point θ = θ0.
2. Update θ until we get acceptable result:
θ = θ0 − η∇ 0 J ( θ ) ,

(8)

where ∇
       
0 J ( θ ) is the derivation of the cost function at θ; θ is a set of variables that we need for the update; η is learning rate, it’s a positive number.
In this paper, we use Adam (short for Adaptive Moment Estimation) update rule [13]:

mt = β1mt −1 + (1 − β1 ) gt ,

(9)

vt = β2 vt −1 + (1 − β2 ) gt2 ,

(10)

ηt =η

1 − βt2
,
1 − β1t

θt = θt −1 − ηt

mt
,
vt + ε

(11)
(12)

where t indexes the current training iteration; mt and vt are exponential moving average (EMA) of
gt2 respectively; gt is the gradient at current iteration; β1 and β2 are smoothing
gt and the EMA of   
parameters, typical values are β1 = 0:9; β2 = 0:999 respectively; ε is a small scalar (e.g. 10–8) used to
prevent division by 0.
Evaluation metrics
There are several types of metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of the CF approach [14, 15]. In this
paper, we use two evaluation metrics, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) to measure the accuracy.
The MAE metric is defined as [7]:

=
MAE

1
Rtest

∑

ui

Rui − Rˆui ,

(13)

Rˆui denotes prediction rating of a user u for item i and Rtest denotes the number of ratings in the
where    
experiment.
The RMSE metric is defined as [7]:
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RMSE =

1
Rtest ∨ ∑ ui

(

Rui − Rˆui

)

2

.

(14)

From the definitions, we obviously see that a smaller MAE or RMSE value means better accuracy.
Experiment
For the dataset, we used available Olist Ecommerce data on Kaggle [17]. We were only interested in
several features such as id_customer, id_product and rating. The ratings ranged from 1 to 5 stars given by
the users for the corresponding items. The dataset has more than 100k lines of data that are interactions
between users and items. After preprocessing the dataset, we got the following results:
Ta b le 1
Dataset after preprocessing
Dataset

Interactions

Items

Users

Sparsity, %

Olist Ecommerce

7064

4886

3271

99.955

We divided the dataset into 3532 lines for training and 3532 for testing. The experiment was based
on the Neural Collaborative Filtering model proposed above. For the learning process in the NCF al-

Fig. 3. Illustrating the convergence of several methods by using NCF algorithm
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gorithm, beside concatenation we also used some other methods such as multiplication and addition.
The RMSE output of the NCF algorithm via concatenation, multiplication, and addition is shown in
Table 2.
Ta b le 2
RMSE metric obtained by using several methods
Method

RMSE

Concatenate

0.23

Multiply

1.7085

Add

0.7681

Fig. 3 shows the convergence of concatenation, multiplication, and addition methods on train and
test set by using the NCF algorithm.
Based on the RMSE metrics on test set shown in Table 3, the concatenation method of NCF gives the
best result of 0.23 with RMSE. Besides, we used support library [16] to evaluate and compare our NCF
model with the other algorithms such as MF, NMF, SVD, etc. Fig. 4 shows the RMSE metrics of several
algorithms in the form of column graph.
Ta b le 3
MAE and RMSE metrics of several algorithms
Test MAE

Test RMSE

Algorithm

1

1.3953

1.5242

SVD

2

1.3415

1.4668

SVD++

3

1.5283

1.6858

KNN Basic

4

1.0312

1.3768

KNN with Mean

5

1.338

1.563

NMF

6

1.5413

1.68

MF

7

0.1566

0.23

NCF

Fig. 4. MAE and RMSE metrics of several algorithms (column graph)
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Looking at Fig. 4 above, with an RMSE metric being 0.23, our NCF method has intuitively outperformed the other algorithms. The RMSE metrics of the remaining algorithms are much higher meaning
that the accuracy of the recommendation is lower.
Conclusion
Neural collaborative filtering combined with deep learning model has an advantage over other methods. We used the Olist data for our experiment to create a system of recommendations based on joint
filtering with a large and sparse dataset. We have obtained better results than those produced by other
methods.
The Neural collaborative filtering method gives a noticeable advantage in processing speed in both
linear and quadratic metrics. This method gives the value of a quadratic metric of 0.23 and 0.1566 in the
case of a linear metric. This value is several times less than the other methods considered.
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